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Abstract 
Given two ring families C and D on a finite ground set V, with both 8 and V E C and D, 
consider the family of so-called intersections L = {L E V 1 L = Cn D, C E C, D ED and 
C u D = V} and let A be the incidence matrix of L. The minimum partitioning problem: “Given 
a vector d E Z’, , minimize yl s.t. yA = d, y > 0, y integer”, is solved by a longest path 
computation. The approach is polyhedral and capitalizes on previous results related to lattice 
matrices. 
Keywords: Polyhedral combinatorics; Submodular flows; Lattice matrices 
1. Introduction 
Let V be a finite ground set. A proper ring family B on V is a family of subsets of 
I/ which is closed under union and intersection, i.e. B1, B2 E B implies B1 u B2, 
B1 nB, E B, and which contains both 8 and I/. In this paper, we consider two proper 
ring families C and D defined on a same ground set V and the family 
The members of L are the so-called intersections [l]. Let A be a matrix whose rows 
are the incidence vectors of all L EL. The following optimization problem will be 
addressed: 
Minimum Partitioning Problem. Given a vector d E Z’, , solve 
minimize yl s.t. yA = d, y 2 0, y integer 
(if such a partition exists). 
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Fig. 1. 
The example presented in Fig. 1 illustrates an instance of such a partitioning 
problem: 
Let I/ be a grid of cells to be exposed to light for a specified amount of time 
indicated in the cells. The exposition of some subsets of cells can be interrupted by 
means of a covering system consisting of two families of masks which can be slid, the 
first one horizontally, the second one vertically. The masks can be slid independently, 
however without intersecting. 
Note that for a given position of the masks, the part of the grid exposed to light is 
the intersection of the set C of cells uncovered by the horizontal masks and of the set 
D of cells uncovered by the vertical masks. Furthermore, the non-intersecting condi- 
tion for the masks translates naturally into CUD = V. In this context and with the 
vector d given by the required exposition times, the partitioning problem consists in 
determining the minimal duration of exposition of the grid, so that each cell receives 
the right amount of exposition time. 
Intersections generalize path-closed sets [S] (given a digraph G = (V, E), a set 
T c V is path-closed if u, u’ E T and w E I/ is on a directed path from u to u’ implies 
w E T) and are closely related to so-called lattice matrices [l], which we recall now: 
a O-l-matrix A’ E RF” ” is a lattice matrix if its rows can be indexed by the elements of 
a distributive lattice F in such a way that its columns fV (viewed as mappings f”: 
F + {0, l}) are 
(a) modular (i.e. fV(S A T) +fo (S v T) =f”(S) 1-f”(T)), 
(b) consecutive (i.e. S < T < R,f,(S) =f,(R) = 1 impliesf,(T) = l), 
(c) f”(m) =f,(M) = 0 for the minimal element m and the maximal element A4 of F. 
Lattice matrices include for example incidence matrices of intersections, of &cuts (a 
dicut is an edge set S(S) of a digraph G = (V,E), with S E I/ and 6(S) = 8), and of 
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convex sets of bounded length in a poset (e.g. convex sets containing no chain of 
cardinality greater than some given integer k). 
Incidence matrices of families of intersections arise not only as a special case of 
lattice matrices, but are also prototypes for them, as the following result shows: 
Theorem 1.1 (Cochand et al. Cl]). For any lattice matrix A’, there exists an incidence 
matrix A of intersections and a subset U of columns of A such that dropping the columns 
of U as well as all rows having a positive entry in U yields A’. 
It follows from Theorem 1 that the partitioning problem for intersections olves the 
problem for lattice matrices as well: the matrix A of the theorem has the form 
A= 
where submatrix B has at least one 1 in each row, and 0 denotes the matrix with all 
elements zero. Moreover, it follows from [l] that the size of A is polynomially 
bounded by the size of A’. The partitioning problem 
minimize yl s.t. yA’ = d, y 2 0, y integer, 
is equivalent o 
minimize yl s.t. yA = (d, 0), y 2 0, y integer. 
were 0 is a zero vector of appropriate dimension. 
The adopted solution approach for the partitioning problem for intersections is 
polyhedral: It is known that if A is an incidence matrix of intersections the polyhedron 
P-{~ER”IAx 6 1) (1.1) 
is an integer polyhedron with totally dual integral system Ax 6 1 (in fact P belongs 
to the class of so-called lattice polyhedra [9, lo]). Therefore, given d E O’, , the 
associated linear program (LP) 
maximize dx s.t. Ax d 1, 
and its dual 
(1.2) 
minimize yl s.t. yA = d, y > 0 (1.3) 
can be solved with an integer solution x* and a solution y* which is an integer if d is 
integer (provided (1.3) has a feasible solution). The purpose of this paper is to present 
an algorithm based on a longest path computation in a digraph which solves both 
LP’s with such solutions. 
The partitioning problem has been addressed in and is related to earlier works: In 
[7], an algorithm solving the problem in the special case of path-closed sets is given 
and the algorithm presented here is a generalization thereof. 
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In [ll], Korte and Lovasz mention the problem of testing membership in 
CONV(A), where (E, A) is a double poset greedoid, and solve it in principle (via the 
ellipsoid algorithm). They add that “it would be interesting to find an algorithm for 
this problem avoiding the ellipsoid algorithm”. This membership roblem is equiva- 
lent to a special case of our partitioning problem and the algorithm presented here 
answers this point. (In fact already the partitioning algorithm of [7] did). 
Poiyhedron P is essentiaiiy of the “submoduiar flowi’ type, as introduced by 
Edmonds and Giles [4]. Therefore the general primal-dual algorithm devised by 
Cunningham and Frank [3] could be used to solve the associated LPs (1.2) and (1.3) 
provided a certain oracle is available. As we shall see, this approach is however less 
efficient than our tailored algorithm. 
The organization of the paper is as follows: In the next section, we recall some 
results on intersections and lattice polyhedra needed for our partitioning algorithm. 
We present the algorithm in Section 3 and compare it to the general Cunningham 
-Frank algorithm in Section 4. We conclude by discussing the condition C u D = v: 
We show that the partitioning problem becomes NP-complete if we omit the condi- 
tion CUD = I/, i.e. if we consider the family 
instead of L. 
Throughout the paper, we use the following definitions and notations. The men- 
tioned paths and circuits in the various digraphs hall be directed. We denote by I’(P) the 
node set of a path P and we often identify P with its node sequence, .g. P = (qi, . . . , q,J 
(analogously for a circuit). For a digraph G = (V, E) and any S c v/, S:= V\S and 6(S) 
:= {eEEIe=(, ) u w , v E S, w E s>. For any set F, x E RF and S E F, x(s) denotes the sum 
x(x, I w E S). For k E 08, k denotes a vector with each of its components equal to k. -. 
2. Graph-representation of intersections and structures of primal and dual solutions 
Our algorithm constructs a (dual) solution of the partitioning problem (1.3) which is 
integer if d is integer and proves optimality of that solution by exhibiting an integer 
primal solution of (1.2) with same objective value. 
Each primal and dual solution uses an appropriate representation of the family of 
intersections: The structure of the primal solution relies on a representation of the 
family of intersections in a digraph and the structure of the constructed ual solution 
relies on a lattice underlying the family of intersections. 
The family of intersections L can be represented in an edge-bicolored digraph 
H = (V’, E = Eb u E,). The edge set Eb (set of blue edges) describes C in the sense that 
(v, w) E Eb if and only if (ill) u E C E C implies w E C. Similarly, D is described by E, (set 
of red edges) in the sense that (v, w) E E, iff w E D ED implies v E D. 
With this definition of H, it is easy to see that 
C={CGVI~(C)~E~=~},D={DCV~~(~)~E,=Q)}. (2.1) 
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Observe that H is blue-transitive and red-transitive, i.e. (a, b) E Eb and (b, c) E Eb imply 
(a. c) E Eb, and analogously for E,. 
Moreover, if the two ring families C and D are given for example by lists of minimal 
sets containing a given element, the associated digraph H can be constructed in 
polynomial time. 
From now on, we assume that the two ring families C and D are given by their 
representation (2.1) in the associated igraph H = (I/, EbuE,). 
We now recall an internal description of the polyhedron P of (1.1) which specifies 
the structure of a primal solution of (1.2). The elements of this description can be easily 
formulated with the help of the associated igraph H: A b-r-path in H is a path with 
node set (u,, . . . , v2n+ r), n b 0, such that, if n > 1, its edges are alternately blue and 
red and the first edge is blue. Note that a single node also is a b-r-path. A b-r-circuit is 
a closed b-r-path (v,, . . . , v2,,+J with n > 1 and u1 = v~“+~. 
T Pt /,> I,. 1 ho .I, h-v_mQth P (h_v_Arm,;t AI nf U Tha II I 1 _.inr.+nv v r Dv is ktiI \“I,. ) “Zn+ 1, “ti u “-I-pLLu 1 \“-l-uL~Luc I#, “1 11. 111Lz “) I I-“cb,L”I .& c “U 
called the alternating vector of P (of Q) if xv>,+1 = 1 for i = 0,. _ , n, xv*, = - 1 if 
n >, 1 and for i = 1,. . . , n, and x, = 0 otherwise. Let {Bi I i E I} be the set of 
alternating vectors of all b-r-paths of H, {Rj lj E J> be the set of alternating vectors of 
all b-r-circuits of H and denote by B and R the matrices with rows Bi, i E I, and Rj, 
j E J. The required internal description of P is given by 
Theorem 2.1 (Cochand et al. Cl]). 
P = {x E R” 1 Ax 6 l} = CONV(B) + CONE(R) - RV, . (2.2) 
We now describe the lattice underlying the family of intersections which is used in 
deriving the dual solution. Let F G C x D be defined by 
with ordering, meet and join: 
(C, D) 6 (C’, D’) if C c C’ and D 2 D’ 
(C, D) A (C, D’) = (CnC, DUD’). (C, D) v (C, D’) = (Cut’, DnD’). 
F is a distributive lattice. Moreover {C n D I (C, D) E F} is the family of intersections 
L (with possibly different pairs (C, D) defining the same element of L). Therefore (1.1) is 
equivalent o 
P=(xE[W~~~_~&D)YX, 6 ~,(C,D)EF} 
where for all u E V, fv : F -+ (0, l} is defined by 
(2.3) 
.A> (C, D):= 
1 if veCnD 
0 otherwise 
for all (C, D) E F, 
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and the partitioning problem (1.3) for a given d E Q”, is equivalent o 
minimize yl, y E RF, 
s.t. 1 Y(c, D)‘fL’(c> D) = A, V E I/, 
YO,,, 3 0, (C, D) E F. 
(2.4) 
It is straightforward to see that thef,‘s (u E V) are modular and consecutive. Hence 
A is a lattice matrix and P a lattice polyhedron and the following result from the 
theory of lattice polyhedra holds: 
Theorem 2.2 (Groflin and Hoffman [9] and Hoffman and Schwartz [lo]). Zf(2.4) has 
a solution, it has an optimal solution y* whose support ((C, D) 1 ycc, Dj > 0, (C, D) E F) 
corresponds to a chain of F, say (C,, DJ > (C,, D2) > ... > (C,, D,), i.e. 
cr 2 cz Z ... 2 C, and D1 c D2 c ... G D,. 
3. Optimum partitioning into intersections 
The algorithm builds for every d E Q: a solution of (2.4), whose support corres- 
ponds to a chain of F. (Observe that the existence of an optimal solution with 
a support of this type is guaranteed by Theorem 2.2.) The last ingredient of our 
algorithm is a representation of such a solution by a so-called potential function as 
shown below. 
Given a solution y whose support corresponds to a chain (C,,D,) > (C,, D2) 
> +.. > (C,, D,) ofF with C,,, D1 # 8, define a potentialfunction u: I/ + R as follows: 
and let no:= 0, xi: = C (yl,-, D,) 1 j Q i>, i = 1, . . . , n. 
One verifies that u and rc contain all informations about y, i.e. y can be recon- 
structed from u and 7~: 
Ci = (V 1 U” 2 7Ci} Di = {V 1 U, - d, < Xi}, i = 1, . . . , TZ, (3.1) 
y(C,. D,) = ni - xi- 1) i= 1,. . . ,n, (3.21 
yl =max{u,(vE V}. (3.3) 
(The expression for Di can be shown as follows: given v E V, let k be the largest index 
with v E Ck and m be the smallest index with v E D,, convening k = 0 if v is in no 
Ci and m=n+l if u is in no Di. d,=C (y~,,~,,jvECinD, 1 <i < n}= 
c {YK,. D,) Im d id k}=q-q,_ 1 =u”-r~,_~,hencert,_, =Uu-d,.SincevEDi 
iffn 2 i>m-1,oEDiiffni>71,_1=U,-dd,.HenceDi={v)u,-d,<x,}). 
Conversely, given a suitable function u and values 7c as characterized in Lemma 3.1 
below, relations (3.1) and (3.2) define a feasible solution y of (2.4): 
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Lemma 3.1. Let u : I/ -+ [w be such that min {u,. - d, ) u E V} = 0. Consider the (n + 1) 
distinct elements qf (u”, u, - d,. 1 v E V> and denote them by q,, . . . , n, with no < . . < 
=rl. !f 
(zc 4 E Eb - u, 2 u, and (u, w) E E, + 1.4, - d, > u, - d,, (3.4) 
then y defined by (3.1) and (3.2) is a feasible solution of (2.4) with 
yl = u* = max {u” Iv E V}. Moreover, y’ given by 
Y’L = C {ycc,, D,) 1 L = CinDi, 1 6 i < n} for all L EL (3.5) 
is a feasible solution to (1.3) with y’l = u*. 
(We convene that the summation over an empty set in (3.5) gives zero). 
Proof. (3.4) are necessary and sufficient conditions for the sets Ci and Di defined by 
(3.1) to be members of C and D. It is then straightforward to check feasibility of y and 
yl = u*. The derivation of y’ from y is obvious. 0 
The following algorithm constructs such a potential function u through a longest 
path computation in an extended graph G’ and determines a dual solution y of (1.3) 
(via (3.1), (3.2) and (3.5)), or proves that no such solution exists. In the former case, it 
derives a primal solution x with value dx = yl, proving optimality of both x and y. 
Algorithm 
(0) Given H = (V, Eb u E,) and d E Q”, , construct the graph G’ = (V’, E’) where 
V’ = Vu(s) and E’ = E,,uE:, EL = E,u((s, o)lr E V}, 
and define for all (u, w) E E’ the length 
i 
d, - d, for (v, w) E E: (with the convention d, = 0) 
q,. w) = 
0 for (v, w) E Eb 
(1) Find a longest path from s to each node u E V. One of cases (a) or (b) occurs: 
(a) Either there is a circuit of positive length E. Using transitivity for consecutive 
edges of same color, obtain a b-r-circuit Q of H, whose alternating vector 
Rj satisfies dRj = E > 0. (1.2) has no finite optimum and (1.3) no solution. Stop. 
(b) Else, let u, be the length of a longest path from s to u for any u E V, u* = max 
(u, I u E V} and P* be a longest path of length u*, ending in a*. 
(2) Dual solution: Let 0 = rr,, < ... < n, = u* be the different values of (uo, 
u,-d,l~E V} and Ci= {ZIIU, 2 xi}, Di = (u[u,--~~. <TC~], i= 1.. . . ,PI. Define 
y,=C(ni-~i-11L=CinD, 16 i 6 f2) forallLEL. 
( = 0 if the summation is over an empty set). y is an optimal solution of (1.3). 
(3) Primal solution: Obtain a b-r-path P of H from P*, using transitivity for consecut- 
ive edges of same color and deleting the first edge of P* and terminal blue edges if 
present. The alternating vector x of P is an optimal solution of (1.2). 
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Proof of the validity of the algorithm: Observe first that H = G’ - {s}, that any s-u 
path (from s to u) has its first edge colored red and that any circuit of G’ is a circuit of 
H. Moreover, by the choice of c and transitivity for edges of same color: 
% w) + %v, 2) = C(“, 2) for any (4 4, (w, 4, (v, 4 E Eb 6%). 
Hence for any s-v path or circuit in G’, say Q’, with node set V(Q’) and weight c(Q’), 
there is an s-v path, respectively a circuit, say Q, such that V(Q) c V(Q’), c(Q) = c(Q’) 
and the edges of Q are alternatively red and blue. 
In step l(a), a circuit Q’ in G’ of length c(Q’) > 0 is identified and hence an b-r-circuit 
Q of H with c(Q) = c(Q’) IS readily found. The alternating vector Rj of Q satisfies 
dRj = c(Q) > 0, hence by (2.2), there is no finite optimum of (1.2) and no solution for 
(1.3), (2.4). Note that the converse also holds, i.e. if (2.4) has no solution, there is an 
alternating vector Rj of a b-r-circuit with dRj > 0, and therefore a circuit in G’ of 
positive length. 
To show that y of step 2 and x of step 3 are optimal, we first establish that the uv)s 
satisfy (3.4) and rcO = 0. This follows from the choice of d and the U,‘S being longest s-v 
path lengths. Then, by Lemma 3.1, y is feasible and yl = u*. Moreover, y is integer if 
d is integer. Next, if P* is a longest path of length U* from s to u*, its first edge (s, v) is 
red. We can assume that its edges are alternatively red and blue by the above 
observation and that its last edge is red, since a last blue edge has length zero and can 
be deleted. Deleting the first edge (s, v) yields a b-r-path P. Its alternating vector 
x satisfies dx = c(P*) = u*. x and y are optimal by duality. 0 
Note that this algorithm essentially provides an algorithmic proof of Theorems 2.1 
and 2.2. Moreover, it generalizes the partitioning algorithm given in [7] for paths- 
closed sets. 
4. Relation to submodular flows 
The polyhedron P* = {x E 1 [WV 1Ax < l} is shown to be a member of the class of 
submodular flow polyhedra introduced by Edmonds and Giles [4]. For this class, 
general algorithms for solving the associated pair of linear programs have been 
developed by Cunningham and Frank [3] and Frank [S, 61. The algorithm of the 
previous section is compared to the general algorithm of [3] applied to this special 
case. 
Let G* = (V*, E*) be a digraph, S a crossing family of subsets of V (i.e. S, T E S, 
SnT #(b, SuT # I/ * SuT, S~TES),~: S+[w submodular on crossing pairs 
and a, b E {Ru f CO}~*. A theorem of [4] states that the following linear system is 
tdi: 
zkw)) - z(6(S)) < f(S), s Es; a Q z < b. (4.1) 
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In [ 131, the equivalence between the so-called submodular flow model (4.1) and a class 
of lattice polyhedra including (1.1) is shown. We give here a formulation of problem 
(1.2) and (1.3), respectively (2.4), using a system of the form (4.1). 
Define the digraph G* = (V*, E*) as follows: Let V’ and Vz be two copies of I/. 
Denote by u1 and v2, the copy of u E I’ in I” and V, respectively. Analogously, 
F’ and F2 are the copies of a set F E I/. I/*: = I/’ u V2; E* := E,uEi uE,!, where 
E,. = ((u2, 0’) I u E V}, Ei = {(u’, w’) 1 II, w E I/, (IJ, M’) E E,,} and E? = {(u’, w2) 1 II, w E I/, 
(0, w) E E,). 
Let S:= (S g V* 1 b(S) = 8). Then S = C’u F2, with C’ G I/’ and F2 c V2 is 
a member of S iff C n (I/ \ F) is an intersection. 
The system 
z(S(S)) 6 1, s ES; z,=O foralleEE;uEz, (4.2) 
is of form (4.1) and problems (1.2) and (1.3) are equivalent o 
maximize d* z s.t. z(6(S)) < 1. S ES; z, = 0, e E Ek uE;, (4.3) 
minimize y’ 1 s.t. y’, w, 4 > 0; 2 {yi 1 e E S(S)} = d,*, e E E,; (4.4) 
~{y~le~S(S)}+w,-qy,=O, eEE;uE,?, 
where d* E RE* is given by d: = d, for e = (o’, a’) E E,, d,* = 0 otherwise. The relation 
between solutions of the corresponding problems is: 
For .x E R”, z E [WE* with 
z,=Ofore~E~uE~,andx,=z,fore=(t~2,u1),v~V: 
Ax 6 1 o [z(G($)) < 1, S ES; z, = 0, e E Ei uEf]. 
For y E RF, y’ E IRS with yo, D, = yk if S = C’ u( V2\02): 
(4.5) 
4' feasible * [w, = max(O, - C (~$1 e E S(S)}). e E Ei uE~ 
for (2.4) qp = max(0, C (~6 I e E S(S)}), eEE:uE,! 
(4.6) 
(y’, w, q) is feasible in (4.4)]. 
For the general problem: maximize d* z s.t. (4.1), Cunningham and Frank [3] de- 
veloped a primal-dual algorithm which constructs a primal feasible solution z and 
a potential p : V* + R satisfying the following conditions: 
(0, w) E E*, d,l:, w, + PL, - pw < 0 =, zc, ,+,) = a,,, w.) ( > - 00 1, (4.7) 
(0, w) E E*, d,*,, ,v, + JL - PW > 0 * zt,, ,v\.) = 4, nj ( < + a3 ), (4.8) 
21, w E V*, pt, > pw * min {f(S) - z(@)) + z(&S))) S ES, 2, E S, w E SY = 0. 
(4.9) 
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An optimal solution y’ of the dual LP is then derived as follows. Let rco < ... < rc, be 
the different values of (pV 1 v E V* }, then Si: = {V E V* 1 pu > Xi} and y$ = Xi - Xi- 1 if 
S = Si (1 < i < n) and y$ = 0 otherwise. 
The algorithm of Section 3 gives a dual solution y, a potential u E R” and a primal 
solution X. Using the correspondences (4.5) and (4.6) between problems, it is easy to 
see that solutions z of (4.3) corresponding to x and the potential function p E [WV* 
defined by 
P,, = 4; p,, = u, - d, for all v E I/, 
satisfy conditions (4.7), (4.8) and (4.9). Moreover, the sets Gin Di of (3.1) and 
Si = {v E V* 1 pv 2 pi} correspond to each other, as well as y of (2.4) and the dual 
solution y’ of (4.4). 
The primaldual algorithm of [3] starts with a feasible solution z and a potential 
satisfying condition (4.9). Successively, flow z and potential p are changed in order to 
also satisfy (4.7) and (4.8). For each flow change, an auxiliary network has to be 
constructed, an operation which requires an oracle for each pair (v, w) E I/* x I/*. In 
our particular case, the oracle is available and consists in solving the polar problem 
maximize cz s.t. z E R’, , Bz < 1, Rz 6 0, 
that is (by Theorem 2.2), find an optimum intersection. This can be shown to be 
equivalent to the problem of minimizing a modular function over a ring family, 
a well-solved problem (cf. Cunningham [2] and Picard [12]). 
The primal-dual algorithm of [3] would therefore require a substantially larger 
computational effort than the algorithm of Section 3. 
5. About the condition CUD = V 
Instead of the family of intersections 
L={C~DICEC,DED,~VD=~}, 
consider 
Again, associate to C and D the digraph H = (V, Eb u E,). It is easy to see that a set L is 
a member ofL, iff there is no triple (ql, q2, q3) with ql, q3 E L (possibly q1 = q3), q2$L, 
(41, qz) E Eb, (qz, Cl31 E &. 
Proposition 5.1. The problem “Given S c V, find a partitioning of S into a minimal 
number of sets L E Lo" is NP-hard. 
Proof. We show that the problem of finding a minimum coloring in an arbitrary 
undirected graph G’ can be reduced to (ii). 
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Let G’ = (V’ E’) and orient its edges arbitrarily. Subdivide each edge (u, w) E E’ 
obtaining the oriented edges (0, x) and (x, w) and color (v, x) blue and (x, w) red. Let 
H = (Vu V,., Eb u E,) be the resulting digraph, Cand D be the associated ring families 
(i.e. (2.1) holds) and LO be defined as above. By the characterization of the members of 
L,,, T is a stable set in G’ iff T E I/’ and T E Lo. The proposition follows. 0 
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